
Designing Virtual Environments for Breath-Awareness &
Eliciting Positive Affective States

Sonic Cradle[1,2]

Freeform exploration of breathing 
patterns.

An immersive soundscape that supports 
mindfulness-like awareness for novice 
meditators in a playful way by controlling 
sounds using their breath.

SOLAR[3]

Guided expereince --> freeform 
exploration of mindful breathing.

A VE that teaches novice meditators how 
to meditate by utilizing their breathing 
and EEG data through complementary 
visual and auditory feedback in order to 
reduce stress.

Lessons Learned: Mapping

Lessons Learned: Space

Lessons Learned: Stimulus

Lessons Learned: Affective State

Derived Design Principles
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Sonic Cradle
Hold the breath to add sound; 
breathe quickly to subtract 
sound did not work as an intuitive 
mapping because the goal of 
meditation is more to be without 
sound when focusing on slow, 
steady breathing; instead we 
recommend quick breathing, like 
agni-prasana in kundalini yoga, to 
bring in sounds and holding the 
breath to subtract sounds, like 
pausing your breath after a long 
inhale/exhale.

SOLAR
Two scenes
Scene 1: intro to meditation 
where the mapping is explained;
Scene 2: breathing is mapped to a 
circle that expands while the user 
is breathing in, and contracts as 
the user is breathing out.
User’s EEG data is mapped to the 
colour of a sun-shaped element 
behind the silhouette as a subtle 
reminder of a current state.

Sonic Cradle
Sonic Cradle is in a 
completely dark room 
without distractions, 
but theoretically 
this could be used 
in any space that is 
comfortable for the 
user, somewhere non-
judgemental and safe so 
that users can be free 
to play and explore the 
system.

SOLAR
If possible, the system 
should be placed in a 
quiet room without 
external distractions; lab 
settings and busy spaces 
can be distracting and 
uncomfortable.

Sonic Cradle
Sounds are closely tied to memory and may trigger intense thoughts or feelings in some users; we 
recommend a personalized soundscape for each user.

SOLAR
Too complex environments are distracting; introduce stimuli one at the time.

Introducing the stimuli in the guided session helped novice meditators to approach practice without 
judgment about their performance in moment-to-moment evaluation.

Some of the participants expressed that a black and white environment would be more suitable for 
this kind of practice in order to minimize distractions.

Sonic Cradle
Affect Grid results were non-significant, which is in 
keeping with research on meditation and affect.

Increased decentering – a shift in thoughts from 
personally identifying with thoughts and feelings to 
relating experience to a wider field of awareness, 
F(1,29) = 7.55, p = .010; Pre-exposure (M = 41.27, 
SD = 2.19); Post-exposure (M = 38.08, SD = 2.06).

Increased TMS decentering score has been shown to 
be indicative of mindfulness meditation experience.

Qualitative findings show clarity and insight, reduced 
thinking and emptiness, and feeling relaxed and 
refreshed.

Potential to implicitly teach people how to manage 
their psychological well-being in an intuitive and 
pleasant manner.

Individual experience/factors seem to contribute 
greatly to the affective state achieved; more 
research needed.

SOLAR
Relaxation before exposure to the meditation session 
(M = 53.23, SE = 7.105)  improved substantially after 
experiencing the meditation session (M = 82.62, SE = 
3.670), t(12) = 3.956, p = 0.002, r = 0.752). 

Potential for state regulation in kids with autism 
(according to one of the comments from informal 
feedback session).

Sonic Cradle
1. Exploration: let the user play and discover.

2. Minimal stimuli: reduce outside noise or influences to create a safe space 
for the user to engage in the experience,  allowing them to focus on breathing.

3. Comfort: wearables should be seamlessly integrated into the system so 
that the user can focus on the experience of breathing rather than on the 
technology itself.

4. Personalized sound: some sounds can be triggering and have the reverse 
effect of relaxation, so desingers should carefully consider which sounds are 
selected.

SOLAR
1. Thought distancing: a state of awareness in which internal mental events are not judged, analyzed or 
responded to.

2. Abstract Visual Elements: concrete images, e.g., flower, sun, and beach, are more likely to trigger 
memories, judgments, etc.

3. Rewarding System:  the user’s anticipation of an enjoyable soundscape and visuals that accompany a 
proper meditation session will provide motivational feedback, signaling to the user they are meditating 
properly, and will reinforce thought distancing techniques for longer periods of time.

4. Immersive and Attention Restorative Environments (ARE): immersive environments can positively 
impact user’s attention; the environments with stimuli that modestly capture attention are preferred.

The Sonic Cradle really helped, 
a lot actually. It’s a really dynamic, 
free-floating experience. Your mind is 
engaged without having to think. So, it’s 
keeping you distracted but not... maybe you 
don’t think critically. You’re not distracted by other 
things, and you’re able to just relax. -Sonic Cradle
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Introduction Computer-supported mindfulness can use breath awareness as a feedback mechanism that the user can attend to for meditation, leading to overall decreased negative 
affect, e.g., stress, and increased well-being. What exactly is the relationship between breath and audio/visual mappings in virtual environments, and those interaction 
paradigms that contribute to eliciting positive affective states? 
We offer design principles derived from having created two virtual experiences for breath-awareness and eliciting positive affective states: Sonic Cradle and SOLAR.

I didn’t know why I was nervous about 
meditating but I was. I was kind of daunted by 
the no time limit because I haven’t meditated 
for so long time and it was really great! 
  The visuals made me more aware of 
  my breathing and controlled it. -SOLAR


